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k context, sometimes it doesn't matter, they are both equally true, and

sometimes we llAAM: Well, it is written for all ages, not just

for one time, and it would be very easy perhaps to use the idiom of one

particular period, as woiuld$ be clear to that particular period, but that

would be far more obscure to people in other palm periods, and itis written

to be most usable to people in all ages. There would be many things, and

we can see how they would be better for ou times, but if they were they

might be just impossible for people in some other times l2r

No, he meant his own people to understand .l2endof class

Well, maybe it would be a good way, methodologically, then, since each

of you has done some study on this, to have each of you zu give us a brief

summary of the results you have reached, just ot get an Idea of what you have

come to, and where the difference is. And then we will see what partlailar

points we need to stress in our consideration. Mr. A, suppose you give us

a summary.

WA: Well, I don't have quite as many feff as Mr. H. has, I had only

about thirty or so, because I wasn't here at school long enough to get them

.....lk.... but I thought the ones I had, the overall picture, the idea of

the compound preposition, the idea is as far as, I thought I could seem to

see that meaning in the cases. Now, maybe I am reading into it. Mr. H.

says No. The trouble is the cases that are trouble for me, arethe ones

that are translated through, and I checked them in the Hebrew, and I checked

those in the LXX, and it uses dia in all of the cases that I had, where it

is translated through, uses *t dia in the LXX, and the idea is very tzrx

clearly through. Wiqxt How to get that idea from ba'ad, I couldi'i't do it.

Mr. H. has more serious objections than that end of 0 11
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AAM: Mr. H. what did you find?

SH: Well, I followed BDB along, and he breaks it down very nicely into

three different categories, l

AAM: First, do you take it is two prepositions, or as one word?
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